
Request for Proposal (RFP) Information Systems Engineering Support Services

Date: July 20, 2022

RFP Questions were submitted from potential proposers.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Question 1
Relevant Material:

Pages 7-11, section 3.3.4 Paragraph 5

"4. Vendors may differentiate labor categories based on their level of experience, education, and

responsibilities (ex. Software Engineer Level I, Software Engineer Level II, and Software Engineer Level

III)."

Question 1A: Where do we differentiate the labor category levels? Does that go in the vendor

description in table 4?

US Ignite 1A Response: The labor category levels should be differentiated in tables 2-4, and the labor

categories provided should be consistent across each of these tables. The differentiated labor category

levels may be refinements of the example rows provided, or they may be other rows to be described by

the vendor.

Question 1B: Can we have different rates for the labor category levels? e.g. work performed by a

Software Engineer Level II is a higher rate than work done by a Software Engineer Level I

US Ignite 1B Response: Yes. Please use table 4 to define the job role and description for each of the

positions priced in tables 2-3 for us to understand the difference between each labor category.

Question 1C: If we can have different rates, how do we fill in tables 2 and 3? Do we put a range?

US Ignite Response: Include a row for each differentiated labor category with a rate for that labor

category. E.g.

Software Engineer 1 $X

Software Engineer 2 $Y

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Question 2
Relevant Material:

Page 2, Paragraph 2.2

This will require a top-down architecting approach comprehensive of the subsystems described below, as

well as a bottom-up design of each of these subsystems.

Question 2: What type of project methodology will be used, e.g., Agile, Waterfall, or others, etc.?
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US Ignite Response: The projects under this IDIQ adopt a Scrum methodology for managing waterfall

product cycles.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Question 3
Relevant Material:

Page 2, Paragraph 2.2

To make migration from the development to the deployed environment as seamless as possible, the

project team and ISE Support Services Vendor will want to establish parity between services available

within the GovCloud and the Commercial Cloud wherever possible. For community projects, this will

include various private cloud instances provided by US Ignite or their host communities.

Question 3: Will there be any 3rd party technology (not native to Azure) components?. If so, any idea

what would  those be(like Snowflake, Databricks)

US Ignite Response: When US Ignite sources vendor solutions for particular use case requirements, it’s

likely that at least some elements of their solutions may not be Azure native. The right approach will be

determined on a case-by-case basis, but generally, in these cases, the vendor solution (and anything not

native to Azure) will be integrated with as an external connection to the Azure Cloud and maintained in

its native environment.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Question 4
Relevant Material:

Page 2, Paragraph 2.3

The ISE Support Services Vendor(s) will support the design, local development, functional test, and

deployment of various data ingestion pipelines.

Question 4: Is the Local Development environment is like VDIs in Commercial cloud?

US Ignite Response: No, local development environments will be configured by the ISE Support Services

Vendor(s) with support from US Ignite for infrastructure and security purposes.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Question 5
Relevant Material:

Page 2, Paragraph 2.3
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Data sources for which pipelines will be developed include third-party sources which are accessible

through existing API’s, cloud-based data lakes, and IoT edge devices.

Question 5: What type of sources are these, e.g., SQL databases, Flat files, Web interfaces, applications,

or ERP systems?

US Ignite Response: These will mostly be SQL databases or vendor applications accessible through Web API's

or device gateways; ERP systems are unlikely to need to be ingested from. Most sources will provide

structured data, although some unstructured data sources are expected to be ingested from.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Question 6
Relevant Material:

Page 2, Paragraph 2.3

Data sources for which pipelines will be developed include third-party sources which are accessible

through existing API’s, cloud-based data lakes, and IoT edge devices.

Question 6: Is there unstructured data too to be processed through pipelines?

US Ignite Response: Video/imagery, Lidar/Radar, and other unstructured IoT/sensor data are likely to be

processed through pipelines, but most data would be structured

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Question 7
Relevant Material:

Page 2, Paragraph 2.3

Data sources for which pipelines will be developed include third-party sources which are accessible

through existing API’s, cloud-based data lakes, and IoT edge devices.

Question 7: Please indicate any special systems with custom interfaces/protocols?

US Ignite Response: The front-end and back-end applications developed for each of the use cases will have

custom interfaces, and it's likely that vendor solutions to particular use cases may have proprietary

interfaces/protocols. API documentation will be provided using Swagger or OpenAPI definition for any custom

systems by sub-system owners.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Question 8
Relevant Material:

Page 2, Paragraph 2.3
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Data sources for which pipelines will be developed include third-party sources which are accessible

through existing API’s, cloud-based data lakes, and IoT edge devices.

Question 8: Are there any data sources with documents to be processed, e.g., PDF or word, etc.?. If there

is, do you need NLP on it?

US Ignite Response: These data sources are not being considered in any immediately scoped items,

though they may be added during the period of performance.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Question 9
Relevant Material:

Page 2, Paragraph 2.3

Data sources for which pipelines will be developed include third-party sources which are accessible

through existing API’s, cloud-based data lakes, and IoT edge devices.

Question 9:Are the "cloud-based data-lakes" all in Azure or other Clouds also?

US Ignite Response: Vendor solutions to particular use cases are likely to reside in Clouds other than just

Azure.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Question 10
Relevant Material:

Page 2, Paragraph 2.3

Data sources for which pipelines will be developed include third-party sources which are accessible

through existing API’s, cloud-based data lakes, and IoT edge devices.

Question 10: Any idea of general data size from these sources? Both historical and incremental?

US Ignite Response: The majority of data sources are only expected to be a few MB, with the exception

of a few connected vehicular data sources that may approach 500 GB. These will be inclusive of historic

and incremental data.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Question 11
Relevant Material:

Page 3, Paragraph 2.4
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The ISE Support Services Vendor(s) will support designing and deploying the appropriate data storage

(Azure SQL Database, PostGRESQL, Table Store, Databricks, or similar) for data received from the data

pipelines described above within the GovCloud or private clouds.

Question 11: Table Store referring to "Azure Table Storage" technology component of Azure?

US Ignite Response: Yes

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Question 12
Relevant Material:

Page 3, Paragraph 2.5

The ISE Support Services Vendor may also support the deployment of locally installed/operated edge

sensing, storage, and processing devices related to IoT deployments.

Question 12: What are the typical edge applications and edge devices these are (like e.g., cameras, temp

sensors etc..)?

US Ignite Response: Typical devices include cameras with computer vision technology, lidar/radar,

weather sensors, connected and autonomous vehicles, occupancy sensors, energy controls (Modbus or

MQTT), and more.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Question 13
Relevant Material:

Page 3, Paragraph 2.6

The ISE Support Services Vendor(s) will support the development, training and deployment of spatial

data science, computer vision, and other AI/ML models within the GovCloud or private clouds.

Question 13: Does vendor have to use specific AI/ML 3rd technologies platforms like Data robot/H2o or

AzureML or open source like R/Python/Scikitlearn/TensorFlow/SpaCy etc.. are ok?

US Ignite Response: Open source libraries are generally okay. For DoD contracts, US Ignite will provide

developer integration guidance on technologies accepted by the Azure Government cloud administrator.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Question 14
Relevant Material:

Page 4, Paragraph 2.7

The ISE Support Services Vendor(s) will support the deployment of partner-developed front-end

resources within the GovCloud or private clouds.
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Question 14: Are the web applications or BI dashboard (powerBI/Tableau/Others?) or any custom

applications?

US Ignite Response: There is one PowerBI dashboard, and the rest of the web applications are custom

front-end applications using common front-end frameworks.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Question 15
Relevant Material:

Page 4, Paragraph 2.7

The ISE Support Services Vendor(s) will support the deployment of partner-developed front-end

resources within the GovCloud or private clouds.

Question 15: If web applications, what tech stack used php/nodejs/Django/d3JS/React/Angular?

US Ignite Response: The front-end application uses HTML/CSS/JavaScript using an ember.js framework.

The ISE Support Services Vendor may decide what tech stack to develop the back-end application in.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Question 16
Relevant Material:

Page 4, Paragraph 2.10

The ISE Support Services Vendor(s) will support all subsystem integration and test activities once

individual subsystems are developed in the cloud, including the following integrations:

Question 16: Are there any specific test tools (Selenium Jmeter) or languages to be used by vendors?

US Ignite Response: No, the vendor may choose their recommended test tools.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Question 17
Relevant Material:

Page 5, Paragraph 2.11

The ISE Support Services Vendor(s) will support the development of documentation necessary

to design, develop and test the software and each of the subsystems.

Question 17: What document repository is used in general?

US Ignite Response: Google Drive is currently used, although the Microsoft suite (including OneDrive)

may be migrated to at some point during the period of performance.
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_____________________________________________________________________________________

Question 18
Relevant Material:

Page 5, Paragraph 2.12

The ISE Support Services Vendor(s) will support designing and deploying the appropriate solution

logging, monitoring and maintenance services within the GovCloud or other environments to ensure

that any faults in solution functionality, availability/stability, or security are identified and addressed.

Following initial deployment of the solution, the ISE Support Services Vendor will also be responsible for

providing and managing a system for change request, maintenance and bug ticket handling, to be

serviced by the various stakeholders as applicable to their scope.

Question 18: Is there a need for vendor to support 24x7?

US Ignite Response: No

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Question 19
Relevant Material:

Page 6, Paragraph 2.14

For DOD-related projects, there must be at least one staff member with a valid DoD Common Access

Card (CAC card) capable of supporting each of the subsystems described above, to ensure that each of

these systems may be deployed within the CAC-requiring Microsoft Azure Government Cloud.

Question 19: Is it acceptable to have a few resources covering all subsystems or must have a resource

dedicated to each subsystem?

US Ignite Response: It is acceptable to have a few resources covering all subsystems, as dictated by the

level of work required by each subsystem.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Question 20
Relevant Material:

Page 7, Paragraph 3.3.4

Rates should be provided for off-site or remote work to be performed at the vendor’s facilities.

Question 20: Can we assume the meaning of "off-site" and "remote work" both mean the same (as

resources working from a vendor facility)?

US Ignite Response: Yes, these can be assumed to mean the same.

_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Question 21
Relevant Material:

Page 7, Paragraph 3.3.4

Teams working on DOD projects must have at least one staff member with a valid CAC card associated

with each project effort. Staff with previous experience working with federal agencies and with Azure

Govcloud are preferred.

Question 21: Do vendor resources have to be US citizens or other visa types acceptable?

US Ignite Response: For non-DoD projects, vendor resources do not have to be US citizens; they just

need to be authorized to work in the USA. For DoD projects, at least one staff member on a given project

must have a valid CAC card. This typically requires US citizenship, but if team members with other visa

types possess valid CAC cards they satisfy this requirement as well. When at least one team member on

a given project has a CAC card, other visa types are acceptable for the remaining members of the team.
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